
note14: Otober 28, 2008 1Non-relativisti limit of QFTIn the non-relativisti limit the QFT expres-sion for the S-matrix redues to the Lippmann-Shwinger equation for the sattering amplitude. TheLippmann-Shwinger equation is equivalent to theShr�odinger equation.In the �rst order Born approximation the elastisattering amplitude is given by the Fourier trans-form of the potential. Inversely, the potential is givenas inverse Fourier transform of the sattering ampli-tude. The presription to obtain the non-relativistipotential from a QFT is then relatively simple: alu-late the relativisti transition amplitude for the elas-ti sattering in the lowest order perturbation theory;make the non-relativisti limit; and alulate the in-verse Fourier transform.Lippmann-Shwinger equationConsider a non-relativisti elasti sattering in a sys-tem of two partiles desribed by the HamiltonianH = H0 + V ; H0 = � �h22m �2�r2 (1)where V (r) is the interation potential, m is the re-dued mass of the two partiles, r is their relativedistane, and �h is the Plank's onstant.The ross-setion of the sattering from the ini-tial state with relative momentum k into the �nalstate with relative momentum k0 is determined bythe so alled reation matrix1 denoted here asM (forertain reasons whih are of little importane in thepresent ontext),d� / ���hk0jM jki���2 : (2)It follows diretly from the Shr�odinger equa-tion2 that the reation matrix satis�es the so alled1the reation matrix is, of ourse, proportional to S � 1,where S is the S-matrix.2In the non-relativisti quantum mehanis alulating theross-setion d� involves solving the the Shr�odinger equation(E �H0) (+)k = V  (+)k (3)where  (+)k is the sattering wave-funtion with the asymptoti (+)k (r) r!1�! eikr + f e+ikrr : (4)where f is the sattering amplitude and the ross setion isgiven as d�=d
 = jf j2.Multiplying the Shr�odinger equation by (E �H0)�1 fromthe left leads to the Lippmann-Shwinger equation for the sat-tering wave-funtion,j (+)k i = jki+G(+)0 (k)V j (+)k i ; (5)

Lippmann-Shwinger equation,M = V + V G0M ; (12)where G0 is the free Green's funtion (with the or-ret boundary ondition),G0 = 1E �H0 + i0 : (13)The solution of the Lippmann-Shwinger equationan be written as perturbation series in V ,M = V + V G0V + V G0V G0V + : : : ; (14)where the �rst term is the Born approximation,hk0Mki = hk0V ki = Z d3rV (r)eiqr ; (15)where q = k� k0 is the transferred momentum.It is atually the series (14) that the QFT expres-sion for the reation amplitude redues to in the non-relativisti limit.Ladder diagramsOne an show that only the so alled ladder diagrams,� ; (16)survive in the non-relativisti limit.where jki is the free plane-wave solution with momentum k,H0jki = �h2k22m jki (6)and where G0 is the free Green's funtion (with the orretboundary ondition of outgoing waves),G(+)0 (k) = 1Ek �H0 + i0 ; Ek = �h2k22m : (7)Using the expliit expression for the free Green's funtion inoordinate spae,hr0jG(+)0 (k)jri = eikjr�r0j4�jr� r0j (8)r>>r0�! 14� eikrr e�ik0r0 ; (9)where k0 = krr one an easily show thatf / hk0jV j (+)k i : (10)The reation matrixM is de�ned as the right-hand-side of (10)hk0jM jki = hk0jV j (+)k i : (11)Multiplying (5) by hk0jV from the left and dropping theannoying supersripts immediately leads to (12).



2 The total sattering amplitude, denoted as� (17)is apparently the sum of all ladder diagrams,� =�+� + . . . (18)Equation (18) an be rewritten into the Lippmann-Shwinger equation,� =�+�. (19)Clearly (19) is equivalent to the Lippmann-Shwinger equation (12) if we assumeV =� (20)In onlusion, in the non-relativisti limit a QFTredues to the Shr�odinger equation with the poten-tial equal to the inverse Fourier transform of the low-est order elasti sattering amplitude.One-boson exhange potentialThe diagram (20) for a pseudo-salar boson intera-tion Lagrangian �g � 5 � givesM = i2g2�u(p01)5u(p1) 1k2 � �2 �u(p02)5u(p2) (21)The Dira bispinor up isup =  �p~�pEp+m�p ! (22)whih gives�u(p01)5u(p1) = i�yp01 ~�p1Ep1 +m�p1 (23)�i�yp01 ~�p01Ep01 +m�p1 (24)In the non-relativisti limit E � m up to the termsv2 �u(p01)5u(p1) � i2m�yp01~�1(p1 � p01)�p1 (25)

Now introduing p1 � p01 = �q gives�u(p01)5u(p1) � � i2m�yp01~�1q�p1 (26)�u(p02)5u(p2) � i2m�yp01~�2q�p1 (27)In the .m. framek2 � �2 = �(q2 + �2) (28)and �nallyM = g2(2m)2�y1�y2 (~�1~q)(~�2~q)~q2 + �2 �1�2 (29)The one-pseudo-salar-boson-exhange-potential isthe given asVPS(r) = � g22m2�1a�2b Z d3r(2�)3 qaqbq2 + �2 eiqr (30)The integral Z d3r(2�)3 qaqbq2 + �2 eiqr = (31)� ��ra ��rb Z d3r(2�)3 1q2 + �2 eiqr = (32)� ��ra ��rb 14� e��rr = (33)�24� e��rr � 1�r + 1(�r)2� Æab (34)��24� e��rr �1 + 3�r + 3(�r)2� rarbr2 (35)The OBEP with pseudo-salar boson is thus a�nite-range spin-spin and tensor potential of Yukawatype with the range equal to inverse mass of the ex-hange boson.The OBEP with a vetor boson has a slightly dif-ferent spin struture whih in addition inludes en-tral and spin-orbit fores. The entral fore has theYukawa form e��r=r. In the limit of massless vetorboson this gives the Coulomb entral potential.


